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Loxton, St Andrew

Introduction - the circumstances of the report

This report has been prepared as part of the ongoing Somerset Churches Project, and
specifically as part of the Romanesque Architecture section of the recording programme. 
It is based on a survey carried out by David and Jerry Sampson on the morning of 25
October 2019.

Previous commentators

The church of St Andrew, Loxton, has not been served well by previous commentators. 
It appears not to have been visited by Edmund Rack (in the 1780s) or by Sir Stephen
Glynne (prior to 1875).  In more recent times it has not yet figured in the Corpus of
Romanesque Sculpture in Britain and Ireland [CRSBI], nor does it appear in the Somerset
Heritage Environment Record [HER], it is mentioned by Wickham (1965, p.56) only in
respect of its fifteenth century pulpit, and its medieval stained glass receives only a single
five line paragraph in Woodforde (p.1970, p.19), and the same is true of the description
of the rood screen in Bond and Camm (1911, p ).  The Incorporated Church Building
Society [ICBS] archive at Lambeth appears to have no holdings relating to Loxton.  The
parish has not yet been included in the Victoria County History.

The ‘Know your place: West of England’ (www.kypwest.org.uk) website has no images
or information for Loxton church (though Somerset Record Office has images by
Wheatley and Tovey from the second quarter of the nineteenth century, as below:). 

(1) Ref No.: A\DAS/1/243/1
AccNo : M/3088
Title Illustrations of Loxton: Page 1.
Description 1. Polychrome watercolour & pencil drawing of font, wooden
chest and floor memorials in Loxton church by S.G. Tovey, 1846 (30 x
22.3 cm);
2. Monochrome watercolour & pencil drawing of Loxton church from
south-east by W.W. Wheatley, 1843 (27 x 38 cm).
Date 1843-1846

(2) Ref No.: A\DAS/9/88/1
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AccNo : M/3088
Title Illustrations of Loxton: Page 1.
Description 1. Rough outline sketch of Loxton church from north and
plan, 1881 [5441];
2. Rough outline sketch of south door of Loxton church, 1881 [5442 (i)];
3. Rough outline sketch of window in south wall of nave of Loxton church,
with more detailed plan of church, 16 Jan 1885 [5442 (ii)];
4. Pencil sketches of east window of north chapel and glass in north
window of Loxton church, 16 Jan 1885 [5442 (iii)];
5. Pencil and pen & ink drawing of incised slab of John King in side chapel
of Loxton church [reproduced as lithographic print as Plate XXIX in R.W.
Paul 'An Account of some of the Incised & Sepulchral Slabs of North-West
Somersetshire' (London, 1882)] [5443].
Date 1881-1885

The Pevsner revision (Foyle and Pevsner 2011, pp. 551-1) and the Heritage England
listing, based largely on the original 1958 version of Pevsner, are the most extensive
published considerations of the church.  The 2011 Pevsner entry for the architecture of
the church is as follows,

‘Small, low, and dark.  Nave and chancel in one, S tower acting also as the
porch, and N and S chancel chapels.  Late Norman S doorway with
segmental arch and pellets in the hoodmould.  The tower was built soon
after, with a squint from porch to nave.  No buttresses.  In the nave W of
the tower a tall lancet, cinquefoiled inside.  The N chapel, with plate-
traceried E window and a very pretty cusped trefoiled window in the W
gable, is probably late C13.  All ‘thoroughly restored’ by Ponton & Gough,
1873.  Nave roof and W window tracery renewed by Price & Jane, 1900. 
Chanel refitted in memory of H.F. Tiarks by G.E.S. Streatfeild, 1913, with
a polished Draycott stone floor.  W.D. Caröe rebuilt the organ chamber
and added a vestry (now chapel) in 1925-6, reached from the nave by two
unequal segment-headed arches.’

The description does not mention that the whole exterior has been rough-cast with an
unpleasant grey finish.

The Heritage England listing gives the following description,

ST 35 NE LOXTON CHURCH LANE, Loxton

4/56 Parish Church of St Andrew 9.2.61 II*

Parish church (Anglican). C11 origins, C13 - C15, early C20 restoration
and extension.  All rendered rubble and plain clay tile roof apart from organ
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chamber and vestry of snecked rubble and slate roof.  Nave and chancel,
north chapel, south porch tower, south vestry and organ chamber.  Nave
and chancel; 3 light Perpendicular west window under slight drip mould;
to north a restored 2 light Decorated window and a square head 2 light
window under a dripmould; Between adjacent to a C20 buttress is blocked
north door with segmental head; at north east is rood stair in lean-to turret;
at south a single lancet; chancel, under same roof has a 3 light east
window, restored in 1913; north chapel; gabled with cusped trefoiled east
window; to north a 2 light Perpendicular window; to south a small cusped
window; small C20 lean-to boiler shed; single stage embattled south tower,
low buttresses only at outer corners, at east and west there is a weathered
set back about halfway up; plain slit windows to bell chamber; south organ
chamber and vestry, dated 1926, to south a weathered buttress separates
a priest's door with shouldered jambs and 2 light window above from a
small cusped 3 light window; east has a 2 light window and a quatrefoil
above; consecration cross and date on quoins. Interior; nave and chancel;
cusped rear arch to south lancet; wagon roof on angel corbels of 1900;
much restored and moved Perpendicular rood screen; chancel panelled
and new reredos with excellent detail in 1913 at same time as nave
stripped of plaster and new stone floor inserted; strange flat arches pierce
nave and chancel wall for vestry and organ chamber; south tower porch;
south doorway has damaged remnant, inner arch of C11/C12 arch;
segmental headed arch has simple mould with pellet decoration above;
empty niche above that; simple square squint through great depth of nave
wall for view of chancel.  Fittings; octagonal C14 font with Jacobean hood;
Perpendicular pulpit of the local school, half octagon, 2 traceried lights per
side divided by buttresses with free standing finials, foliate frieze and
cornice above, all carried on trumpet foot on human corbel. (Source: N.
Pevsner : Buildings of England : North Somerset and Bristol 1958).

Listing NGR: ST3762455824

Frederick Weaver gives no references to Loxton in his ‘Wells Wills’ [1890].

The current church guide is a two sided A4 sheet (folded to A5).

The indexes of Eric Fernie’s ‘The Architecture of Norman England’ (2000) and Richard
Gem’s ‘Studies in Romanesque Architecture: vol.ii’ have been checked for possible
references to Loxton, but without result.

Faculties for the church in the archives of the South-West Heritage Trust [Somerset
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Exterior from NW (top), and the interior of the chancel.
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Interior looking east.  Note that the present position of the roodscreen (which has been
moved eastwards in relation to the rood-loft stairs) is respected by the renewed roofs of
1900.
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View to the south-east showing the arches giving access to W.D. Caroe’s organ chamber
and vestry, now the south-eastern chapel.  Note also the eastern end of the squint from
the south porch in the jamb at the western margin of the photograph.
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Record Office] include the following which are directly relevant to the care, alterations and
repair of the church, but which have not been accessed at this time:

(1) Ref No D\D/cf/1873/8
Title Faculty papers for Loxton.
Description Church restoration. Plans (including before). 
Bristol architect; Ponton & Hough (Gough)
Date 1873

(2) Ref No D\D/cf/1900/9
Title Faculty papers for Loxton.
Description Repairs to roof and walls. 
Weston-Super-Mare architect; Hans F. Price
Date 1900

(3) Ref No D\D/cf/1913/43
Title Faculty papers for Loxton.
Description Alterations and improvement to chancel.
Date 1913

(4) Ref No D\D/cf/1925/43
Title Faculty papers for Loxton.
Description Organ and organ chamber.
Date 1925

(5) Ref No D\D/cf/1948/124
Title Faculty papers for Loxton.
Description Side chapel.
Date 1948

(6) Ref No D\D/cf/1951/4/12
AccNo G/1959
Title Faculty papers for Loxton.
Description Removal of ivy and disintegrated plaster and replastering
of outside walls, renovation of boiler house and removal of chimney and
pots.
Date 16 Apr 1951

(7) Ref No D\D/cf/1984/2/23
AccNo M/168
Title Faculty papers for Loxton.
Description To move the furnishings from the existing chapel on the
north aisle of the church to the space presently used as a vestry on the
south side of the chancel thereby creating a chapel which is capable of
being used as part of the church for major services. 
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Decorative elements: pellets on S door (top), and rose and pomegranate on screen
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The room as existing chapel to be made into a vestry capable of being
locked and secured. The present vestry is insecure. The organ is capable
of being used for services in the proposed chapel. 
the existing lady chapel cross and candlesticks made in wood are left on
the High Altar. New candle sticks turned from wenge to be presented to
the church by a local craftsman. [2348]
Date 28 Feb 1984

No masons’ marks were located on the stonework during the current survey.  The
Romanesque stonework all appears to have been worked with a chisel, the tooling being
diagonal, suggesting a date in the third quarter of the twelfth century.  Much of the surface
of the carved and ashlar work retains traces of limewash.

The Fabric Survey

The primary objective of the fabric survey was to identify the extent of survival of pre-1200
features and masonry, and subsequently to outline the development of the architecture
of the church and its fittings up to the present time.  For the former, the modern rough-
cast of the exterior means that little can be reliably gleaned of the form of the external
masonry.  This is particularly unfortunate, since the form of the angle-quoins and the
course heights of their ashlars are currently proving particularly informative for identifying
Romanesque masonry, there being a tendency towards unbuttressed shallow-coursed
quoins in other identifiable Norman contexts.  Furthermore, the presence of ‘long-and-
short work in quoins (as in the chancel at nearby Christon) is generally an indicator of an
Anglo-Saxon or early Anglo-Norman date.

The Romanesque church

It is evident from the survival of the two nave doorways, with their segmental heads and
the mouldings and pellet ornament of the south door that the nave is probably essentially
late Norman.  The positions of the doors, directly opposite each other, and a little to the
west of the centre of the elevation, also suggest that they are set in situ in the footprint
of the twelfth century nave.

The second, and more ephemeral indicator of twelfth century masonry is the eastern head
of the lancet window immediately to the west of the south doorway, where what appear
to be a partially cut-away section of a semi-circular arch head survives against the eastern
head of the thirteenth century cusping of the arch.  This sequence of twelve narrow
voussoirs, partly reduced on their under-edge, is unrelated to the form of the cusping of
the lancet, and occupies only the eastern part of the arch-head, suggesting that the void
of the earlier window has been incorporated into the remodelling of the aperture.
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29 October 2019 South nave doorway exterior (left) and interioir (right) Plate No.
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29 October 2019 North nave doorway: interior (left) and exterior (right) Plate No.
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Lancet window immediately west of the south nave door, with partially preserved
Romanesque window herad at east of eastern cusping, represented by twelve voussoirs. 
Note also the much smaller stonework of the rubble against the eastern jamb.
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This would suggest that the side walls of the twelfth century nave were lit by four windows:
one on the south-west as defined by the surviving voussoirs, and its companion on the
opposite wall (destroyed by the later window in this position); and a matching pair to the
east of the nave doorways.

The fenestration of the chancel retains no identifiable Romanesque features.  On the
north the ‘exterior’ rubble walling is partly exposed beneath the whitewash finish of the
north wall, but on the south the arcade has erased most of the masonry, and the east
window is a relatively modern insertion of 1913.

It seems likely that the Romenesque west wall of the nave housed a larger window or a
triple opening, since when the tower was added in the late twelfth or thirteenth century the
builders chose to construct a non-axial porch-tower on the south side of the church, rather
than a more conventional west tower.  This, with its pointed arches, the inner one partly
masking the decorated head of the Norman south door, is certainly later than the mid-
twelfth century doorway which it overlies.

The off-sets in the masonry of the nave’s side walls are difficult to account for.  The lower
recessed off-set could be a late feature relating to the accommodation of dados for pews,
but that at the springing level of the window tracery may be an adjustment during
construction.

The northern chapel

Accessed via a doorway which originally lay within the chancel immediately east of the
initial position of the rood-screen, the north chapel preserves a collar-braced roof of four
trusses, their feet rising from plain masonry corbels.  The east window has plate tracery,
and the sill bears rectangular recesses at either end, which could have housed consoles
for figure sculptures.  At the centre of the south wall is an opening leading to the chancel,
with a pointed arch having a similar character to those in the base of the tower-porch. 
This opening may have erased the Romanesque window in this wall.  The later northern
window houses panels of medieval painted glass consisting of fragments assembled from
elsewhere; and high in the west wall is a handsome cusped spherical-triangle opening of
the Decorated period.

The roof trusses have medieval assembly marks on their eastern faces running
sequentially from east to west, apparently chisel cut, rather than scribed with a rase-knife.

The piscina in the south wall indicates the former presence of an altar and the existence
of a functioning chapel.
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Carpenters’ assembly marks ‘II’ and ‘IIII’ on the north chapel roof.
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The rood screen

Aside from the roof of the northern chapel the most important timber fitting is the rood
screen, which has been moved eastwards from its original intended position.  This screen
has been classified by Bond and Camm (1909, p.174) as belonging to the North Somerset 
group.  It is described in their gazetteer,

‘The screen here forms the sole distinction between nave and sanctuary. 
It is of curiously rude and debased workmanship, all the detail being
degraded (fig.86).  The lower panels show the linen-fold pattern, which the
others of the “North Somerset” order do not.’

Their illustration in fig,86 (p.131) includes comparative drawings of the tracery heads of
the North Somerset group from Nunney, Congresbury, Priddy, Compton Martin, Wellow,
Pilton, Mells, West Pennard, Backwell and Yatton.  These are classified as their ‘A (2)’
type, initially defined as,

‘The north-east Somerset or Mendip group of rectangular-headed screens
having tracery of a distinctive Perpendicular type and varying in date from
about 1400 to the latest Pre-Reformation period.’ [p.126]

In the subsequent discussion of this form the authors state that,

‘The localities in which specimens of this order survive are practically all
comprehended in the Mendip area.

‘The churches of Nunney, Wellow, Compton Martin, Backwell, West
Pennard, Priddy and Loxton, all have more or less perfect specimens
remaining, whilst at Mells, and possibly in one or two other places, are
fragments of work of a similar description.

‘These screens though representative of the earlier type of roodscreen
(i.e., flat-headed) are not all of early date, by any means, but in this part
of the county the later work follows faithfully the older type instead of being
supplanted generally by screen of the more elaborate “vaulted” type, as we
find further west or south.  The tracery heads which characterise this
group of screens present a series of narrow compartments of rectangular
shape in which appear canopies of ogee form.... enriched with foliage
crockets and finial, the canopy open below with a cinquefoil cusping to the
head of the light, and the space above the canopy filled with simple
Perpendicular tracery.  The design is varied within certain limits in the
specimens extant, but a reference to the plate will show how strongly
marked is the unity of character pervading the whole group.  In other
localities we get something of a nature which recalls this type, but nothing
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precisely similar, so far as we are aware, exists outside the county limits -
so that we have here a complete little school of design.’ [p.131-2]

A feature of the Loxton screen which is not mentioned by Bond and Camm, and which
allows a terminus post quem date, is the presence of the double rose and pomegranate
on either side of the door-head, presumably associated with the marriage of Catherine of
Aragon into the house of Tudor in 1501 [initially to Prince Arthur; subsequently to Henry
VIII].

There are considerable areas of repair to the screen, including the renewal of the
brattishing and the upper foliate element of the cornice; panels of linen-fold have also
been renewed on the southern half of the dado.  There are significant traces of paint on
original elements, particularly the main vertical timbers and the foliage of the lower
elements of the cornice.  Much of the pigment is blue, which was a favourite colour of the
post-Reformation decorators, so some, at least, of this may be of post-medieval date. 
The blue is associated with a yellow, which may be post-medieval limewash.

The screen has been moved eastwards from its original position.  Housed in a rectangular
external projection situated between the north-east angle of the nave and the north
chapel, the stair built to access the roodloft is probably contemporary with the screen itself
and on the interior has a doorway at ground-floor level behind and to the west of the
pulpit, and an upper doorway well to the east above the north chapel door.  Both doors
have depressed four-centred heads of later Perpendicular form.  The threshold of the
upper door lies a little below the cornice of the screen and well to the west of the present
position of the screen.  At the level of the head of the upper door, and more than half of
the way to the lower door, is a relatively large rectangular limestone block which is
probably filling the hole left by the withdrawal of the upper beam of the roodloft when this
was destroyed, probably at the reformation.

Rood lofts were the target of the Order in Council injunctions of 1561 for the ‘transposing’
(alteration) of such screens under Elizabeth I  The Elizabethan Order required that

‘....the Rood lofts, as yet, being at this day aforesaid untransposed, shall
be so altered, that the upper part of the same, with the soller [loft] be quite
taken down unto the upper parts of the vaults and beams running in length
over the said vaults, by putting some convenient crest upon the said beam
towards the church.’

The terms of the Order make it clear that the chancel screen itself beneath the rood-loft
or ‘soller’ should remain to form

...a comely partition betwixt the chancel and the church, [and] that no
alteration be otherwise attempted in them, but be suffered in quiet.  And
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29 October 2019 Residual blue and yellow paint on rood-screen post (left) and cornice (right) Plate No.
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where no partition is standing, there to be one appointed.’1

Although it is clear from the text that the demolition or alteration of screens had already
been taking place for some years under Edward VI, it is also evident that the screen
separating the nave and chancel was intended to continue as a feature of church
furnishing under the Elizabethan settlement.

The twelfth-century chancel arch would have been relatively low, and would almost
certainly have allowed sufficient plain walling above it to accommodate the painting of the
Last Judgement and the (probably wooden) figures of the crucifixion and the attendant
figures of the Blessed Virgin and St John.  However, with the removal of this walling in the
later middle ages, it is likely that a wooden tympanum would have been inserted over the
rood-loft, nailed to the west face of the western truss of the chancel roof - all evidence for
its presence being erased when the present modern roofs were inserted.  It is possible
that the large rectangular ashlar to the east of the first shield-corbel of the chancel roof
(north side) could be an insertion filling the hole left by the withdrawal of the supporting
beam for this tympanum.  There are surviving painted wooden tympana in Somerset at
Winsham (near Chard) and Thurlbear, and another which survived until recently (1826)
at Norton-sub-Hamdon; numerous instances exist where the repairs for the supports of
tympana can be seen in the soffits of chancel arches.

The rood-screen, loft and attendant fittings, as well as the paired nave doorways were
part of the liturgical fittings which served the major festivals of the pre-Reformation church
year, in particular the ceremonies associated with Easter.  On Palm Sunday, for instance,
the procession required the splitting of the participants into two groups, each of which left
the church by a separate doorway, necessitating the provision of a pair of doors usually
placed opposite each other: one being the main parochial approach (at Loxton, the south
porch), and the other positioned directly opposite at the other end of the main north-south
gangway in the nave.  In the post-Reformation period the second door was often blocked
up, since it no longer had a liturgical function and was little more than an inconvenient
source of draughts.  Its previous association with ‘Popish’ practices (the Pope being
deemed to be the Antichrist by the reformed Church of England) led to it sometimes being
referred to as the ‘Devil’s Door’.

The Palm Sunday procession according to the rite of Sarum required that the there were
initially two separate groups: one bearing palms (usually yew, box or willow - all of which
were green at Easter), and the other with a tabernacle containing a consecrated Host and
(if available) relics.  The former left the church through the main door (usually on the
south), the latter went north through the secondary doorway.  The main group with their
palms assembled at the churchyard cross (the base of the fifteenth century cross survives
to the south of the church at Loxton), and as the second procession came to join them

1 British Museum Library, C, 25, g.18, quoted in Valance 1936, p.78.
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they sang ‘En rex venit’, behold the King comes.  After they coalesced the Gospel of
Matthew describing the Entry into Jerusalem was read, and then the whole assembly
approached the church, where a boy, standing in a high place and dressed as a prophet
was stationed.  From this second station the procession passed along the south side of
the church and flowers and singing cakes were thrown down from the parapet, and thence
to the main porch where the ‘Gloria laus’ was sung antiphonally before they reentered the
church, the ‘palm’ branches being laid at the entrance.  Here the rood above the screen
had been unveiled for the first time since the beginning of Lent, and after the singing of
the gradual the participants went back into choir.

In the 1590s Roger Martin, a recusant from a prominent local family at Long Melford in
Suffolk, wrote an account of the Palm Sunday ceremony as he remembered it in the
1530s,

‘‘‘Upon Palm Sunday the Blessed Sacrament was carried in procession
about the churchyard under a fair canopy borne by four yeomen.  The
procession coming to the church gate went westward, and they with the
Blessed Sacarment (then) went eastward; and when the procession came
against the door of Mr. Clopton’s Ile they...with a little bell and singing
approached at the east end of Our Ladie’s chapel, at which time a boy with
a thing in his hand pointed to it, signifying a prophet as I think, sang
standing on the tyrett that is on the said Mr. Clopton’s Ile door “Ecce Rex
tuus venit” etc., and then all did kneel down, and rising up went and met
the Sacrament, and so then went singing together into the church, and
coming near the Porch, the boy or one of the clerks did cast over among
the boys flowers and singing-cakes.’  ‘Mr Clopton’s Ile’ was the chapel on
the north side of the chancel and the ‘tyrret’ referred to was the rood-stair
at the north-west angle....  Apparently the procession wended its way from
the rood turret on the north round the outside of the Lady Chapel and
thence westward to the south porch.’2

In the Festial, a series of exemplary sermons for the church year written around 1380,
John Mirk mentions several details of the procession associated with Palm Sunday and
the re-enactment of Christ’s entry into Jerusalem, during which

‘mony strawed flowres in hys way, and mony broken branches of olyue
and of palme and keston in þe way, makyng melody and syngyng þus:
‘Blessid be þou þat comys in þe name of our Lord, Kyng of Israel!’

‘....And as þay songen and duden worschip to Crist in hor procescyon, ry¥t
soo we worschip þis day þe cros yn our procescyon, þrys knelyng to the
cros in worschip and in mynd of hym þat was for vs don on þe crosse, and
welcomyng hym wyth songe into þe chirch, as þay welcomet hym syngyng

2 Quoted in Cook 1954, p.36.  Also Dymond and Paine 1992, pp.5-7; Duffy 1992, p.23-6.
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into þe cyte of Ierusalem.’3

The north door - necessary for the performance of the Palm Sunday and other
processions of the late medieval church year - was, like the church treasures, a victim of
the Reformation, and was often blocked soon after the accession of Elizabeth I, if not
before. 

The stained glass

Occupying the north window of the north-east chapel are two rectangular panels and two
tracery heads containing a group of disparate fragments of stained glass.  These are
briefly described by Christopher Woodforde in his assessment of the glass of the
fourteenth century in Somerset,

‘The north and east windows of the vestry in Loxton church are filled with 
fragments of glass painted in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.  To
the fourteenth century belong grisaille, painted with sprays of oak and ivy,
and some notable border-work of various patterns.’ [p.19]

Lost figure sculpture

There are two empty niches in the tower-porch, one over each of the doorways, and
presumably belonging to the period of the building in the late twelfth or thirteenth century. 
In the north chapel there are traces indicative of at least one pair of consoles for
sculptures flanking the east window, and it is likely that a similar pair of figures were
provided for the east wall of the chancel.

Paired niches or brackets for images on the east wall behind the high altar were a
customary fitting in the medieval parish church - for instance, a well-preserved local
example survives at North Cadbury - and were generally intended to house the images
of the patron saint of the church, i.e., St Andrew (to the north), and the Blessed Virgin (to
the south),

‘The altar in a Christian church was the earthly representative of the throne
of God.  And as the right was the place of honour (“Sit thou on my right
hand,” etc.), it followed that the north of the altar was the more honourable
position.... That being so, it follows that the normal position for the image

3 Festial 1905, p.115.
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30 October 2019 Panels of medieval stained glass in the NE chapel N window Plate No.
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of the patron saint of a church, or the representative of the like, was at the
north end of the altar.’4

These two sculptures, of the major saintly intercessors of the parish, flanked the altar and
the retable or reredos which stood upon or behind it, further embellished with figures of
the saints and often with a scene of the crucifixion at its centre.  Such images were central
to the religious experience of the medieval parishioners, particularly in the fifteenth and
early sixteenth century,

‘The cult of saints, according to Emile Mâle, “sheds over all the centuries
of the Middle Ages its poetic enchantment”, but “it may well be that the
saints were never better loved than during the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries”.  Certainly reminders of them were everywhere in late medieval
England... Their images filled the churches, gazing down in polychrome
glory from altar-piece and bracket, from windows and niches.’5

These images, however, became the target of the iconoclasm of the mid-sixteenth
century.  In the west-country Hugh Latimer was already ‘preaching against the veneration,
adornment, and lighting of images’6 in 1532, and in the following year was at the centre
of a series of divisive debates in Bristol, subsequently being recruited by Cromwell as a
Reformation publicist.  The Ten Articles of June 1536 accepted that images were 

“...‘kindlers and firers of men’s minds”.  They might therefore stand in the
churches, but preachers were to ensure that the people were warned
against idolatry.  As for “censing of them, and kneeling and offering unto
them, with other like worshippings”...the people were to be instructed that
such worship was in reality not offered to the images, but only to God and
in his honour “although it be done before the images, whether it be of
Christ, or the cross, or of our Lady, or of any other saint beside”.”7

The injunctions of August 1536 forbade the clergy to ‘set forth or extol any images, relics
or miracles for any superstitious lucre’, and it was such images, popularly held to be
imbued with miraculous powers, which were initially the sole target for reformers.  The
1538 Injunctions include the command that “such feigned images as ye know of in any
of your cures to be so abused with pilgrimages or offerings of anything made thereunto,
ye shall....forthwith take down and delay.”  This injunction was reissued and strengthened

4 Bond 1916, p.26.

5 Duffy 1992, p. 155, quoting Mâle, ‘Religious Art in France: The Late Middle Ages’, 1986,
p.147.

6 Duffy 1992, p.380.

7 Duffy 1992, p.392.
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in 1547, when it commanded the clergy to proceed with the destruction of all images
abused even by the simple act of censing - and since the censing of the altar at Loxton
and elsewhere would probably have included the niches of the saints which flanked it, a
reforming minister might have removed the sculptures at this point.  The discord which
this injunction caused had to be suppressed, ‘and since the only places in the realm
where there was no conflict were those where all the images had been removed, they [the
Lords of the Council, Feb.1548] therefore ordered that all images in every church and
chapel, abused or not, should now be taken away’.8

The Injunctions of July 1559 under Elizabeth I provided for the abolition of images
including those in window and wall, and it is often to this period that the common practice
is attributed of hacking niches back and using the fragments of these and the sculptures
themselves as rubble to fill up the holes.  For instance, on December 21st 1571 the
Queen’s Commissioners wrote to the Dean and Chapter of Bristol Cathedral instructing,
with regard to their pulpitum, to ensure that “the tabernacles were defaced and hewen
down, and afterwards made a playne walle with morter and plaster”.  At  St Cuthbert’s,
Wells (Som.), reredoses in both transepts were treated in just this fashion, being packed
with fragments of the smashed statuary and plastered flush, to be exposed again in the
restoration of 1848; the same appears to have been the case at Wells Cathedral, where
‘the wall behind the high altar’ was taken down in 1753 also exposing polychromed
statuary, which has all been lost subsequently; and at Ottery St Mary, likewise, the great
stone reredos and the niches of the choir were hacked back and plastered flush utilising
painted fragments.

Thus it is likely that the destruction of the Loxton figure sculptures took place at some time
between 1547 and 1559.  In the west country resistance to the mid-sixteenth century
reforms (though seldom active) remained strong - a possible reason for the ferocity of the
treatment of Richard Whiting, the last Abbot of Glastonbury, at the dissolution of his
abbey.

The singers’ gallery

An almost universal post-Reformation fitting was a western gallery - Edmund Rack tends
to make comment when one is absent in the 1780s.  With the removal of rood-lofts and
their organs at the Reformation, and again when organs were banned during the
Commonwealth, the void was often filled by galleries for musicians.  At Loxton there is a
sawn-off horizontal beam-end in the west wall on the north side of the west window which
is probably part of such a structure, though it is difficult to locate the corresponding fixing
on the south side of the window.  Nynehead has a similarly placed pair of repairs where
the supporting corbels were fixed.

8 Duffy 1992, p.458.
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Churchyard Fives

Many Somerset churches retain traces of shuttering and other provisions to protect the
window glass from accidental damage during games of fives (handball) played against
the walls from the late middle ages to the nineteenth century.  At Loxton there are few
areas of plain walling suitable for the game, and the only marks on window jambs and
mullions are for lattices probably installed as a precautionary measure rather than being
directly associated with games.  Whereas lattices for fives are usually only installed on
one or two windows near plain areas of walling, at Loxton they are more general around
the building.  There may be references in the churchwarden’s accounts.
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